
ROMEO AND JULIET PARENT PRESSURE

Get an answer for 'Discuss the relationships between parents and children in " Romeo and Juliet". ' and find homework
help for other Romeo and Juliet.

A love which the capulets particularly, seem to possess is a love of material possessions and power. No one
sex is dominant. Choose Type of service. She decided to listen to her heart The importance of the friar in this
story is as a herbalist and a priest. This would have been so enjoyable because they would see their so called
superiors not being able to control a little girl and the families suffer so much because of their children. In Act
4 Scene 2 Juliet apologises for her disobedience but this is only because she is going to fake her death not
because she is truly sorry. Women were expected to conform to the expectations of society, and were seen as
possessions by their fathers and husbands. In my freshman year of high school our one big text was Romeo
and Juliet and while I am more appreciative of William Shakespeare now than I was a freshman, I still do not
enjoy Romeo and Juliet in any way shape or form. Act 1 Scene 3 is the first conversation between Lady
Capulet and Juliet. He clearly is not doing it on purpose but his dad becomes more and more embarrassed of
his son every time it happens. He dad gets very mad at him and asks if he dropped the lamp just like he drops
the football. Women are now less fearful of their husbands as it is considered immoral to hit or otherwise scare
your wife into submission. Countless authors have written Shakespeare and whether he should be taught to
teenagers. I will link some of the examples of expectations to movies, or real life scenarios. Where William
Shakespeare was mandated to compose a play right at the moment when his imagination was minimal. In
modern society there is no obvious class structure and everyone is considered equal. Now the author does not
always make these hints so clear or blatant. Expectations put a lot of pressure on kids and it would just be
easier on them to let them make their own decisions but still guide them in the right path. One of these
renditions is a play called "The West Side Story". You are always ignorant of other peoples actions.
Expectations should change over time, as kids grow older. Arranged marriages are very uncommon and
mostly only occur in Asian tradition nowadays. It is very difficult to group love as just one thing as there are
many versions of it. Their individual battles with their societies, and their distorted moral codes and
prejudices, toughens their spirits and reinforces their determination to succeed and reach their personal goals.
Drama keeps people interested and sucks people in. Juliet, shows her greater love for Romeo. After a while,
you should expect them to make their own choices. Shakespeare should be taught more, one play per semester
because it is part of American literature culture, it challenges students reading levels and as it expands students
vocabulary and enriches their speaking. Another situation in society today is that kids are expected to follow
in their parents footsteps. Capulet has a strong character and his family honour and image is very important. I
find this scene is a very good example of how sometimes kids cannot live up to their parents expectations.
Then she meets Romeo. Wives are the property of their husbands and should treat them as a master and obey
their wishes. Author: Brandon Johnson. These three aspects of love are true love, self love and friendship love.
In the medieval world of Verona in Elizabethan England, fathers were entirely in charge the household as they
were viewed as dominate and more powerful.


